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NOTICE 

 

 

Sub: Information regarding Document Verification of Waitlisted candidates for the post of 

JE(Civil Engineering), JE(Electrical Mechanical), AG-III(General), AG-III(Technical), AG-

III(Depot), AG-III(Accounts), AG-III(Hindi). 

 

With reference to recruitment Advertisement No. 01/2022-FCI Category III dated: 03.09.2022, it 

is informed that it has been decided to conduct Document Verification for Category-III posts from 

31.07.2023 to 02.08.2023 for Waitlisted candidates. It is informed that only certain number of 

Waitlisted candidates are being called in order to fill the leftover vacancies arising after the 

conduction of Document Verification exercise of Selected candidates. The detailed list of 

Waitlisted candidates along with their schedule of Document Verification may be seen on the 

webpages of the zones on FCI website. 

 

The Call letter for the Document Verification of the candidates who have been Waitlisted in the 

Phase-II exam for the above mentioned posts can be downloaded from the “Current Recruitment” 

head on the Home Page of FCI website www.fci.gov.in. Candidates who are not able to generate 

their call letters for Document Verification should register their grievance at http://cgrs.ibps.in at 

least three days before the date of Document Verification. 

 

The Waitlisted candidates who do not have the Online Application Form with them may 

download/re- print the same from FCI Website. The link for re-printing the online application form 

has been provided on the webpages of respective Zones on FCI website. 

 

It may please be noted that the above date is only tentative and may change as per administrative 

feasibility. The decision of the Corporation in this regard shall be final and binding.  

 

This Notice for Document Verification does not constitute an offer of employment. Further, it 

will not confer any rights upon the candidate in as much as the Call Letters for Document 

Verification are being issued in excess of the number of left over vacancies for administrative 

reasons. 

 

 

 

sd/- 

Asstt. General Manager (RPI) 
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